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EURAD - European Joint Programme on Radioactive Waste Management
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19 Waste Management Organisations Whose mission 
covers the management and disposal of radioactive waste

13 regulatory Technical Support Organisations 
Providing S/T basis for supporting regulators’ decisions

Ministries from 23 European countries (20 Member-States, 3 Associated
Countries), recognising their role of directing RD&D at the national level,
provided mandates to 51 organisations acting as Beneficiary within EURAD:
• Waste Management Organisations (WMO)
• Technical Support Organisations (TSO)
• Research Entities (RE)
… with 61 linked third parties & 3 international partners also participating

19 nationally funded Research Entities Working on the 
RWM challenges under the responsibility of MS



The EURAD Vision  - addressed in all EURAD activities

Provide added value to member states in their timely 
implementation of radioactive waste management activities

A step change in European collaboration towards safe radioactive waste 
management, including disposal, through the development of a robust and 
sustained science, technology and knowledge management programme that 
supports timely implementation of RWM activities and serves to foster mutual 
understanding and trust between Joint Programme participants.
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• EURAD contributes to the member states programme to timely 
implement disposal solutions that are …

• safe
• based on sound science
• societally acceptable

• .. with the EURAD-platform that …
• deepens research cooperation to deliver cutting-edge science
• increases mutual understanding and trust between the participants
• provides a knowledge management programme that makes existing 

knowledge easily available, gives guidance and provides training …
• to allow early stage programmes to take full advantage of existing knowledge
• to help advanced programmes to maintain the knowledge needed 



EURAD Objectives
• Implement a robust and sustained state-of-

the-art Science and Technology Programme
• Identify and elaborate upon complex issues by 

bringing together interested actors to jointly 
conduct Strategic Studies

• Consolidate efforts across Member-States, 
organisations and generations on Knowledge 
Management 

• Foster Mutual Understanding and Trust 
between participants (incl. from Civil Society) 
and other stakeholders
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EURAD Knowledge Management & Networking Programme
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A common framework to structure knowledge
Roadmap 

What we know and why it is important
State of Knowledge

Best practice and lessons learned
Guidance

Transfer of experience and know-how
Mobility & Training

Connecting people to people, and people to content
Networking & Tools

1
2
3
4
5
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… with presentations on these activities in this session by 
• Piet Zuidema (me) on the Roadmap providing 'Structure & Context' for 

Knowledge Management (… and other activities, e.g. planning)
• Astrid Göbel on developing the State-of-Knowledge and Guidance as 

essential parts of the Knowledge Management Programme
• Niels Belmans on the EURAD School of Radioactive Waste Management 

to support the community in knowledge transfer and networking
• Julien Dewoghelaere on the Interactions of RD+D / Strategic Study 

Projects with Civil Society to learn about fruitful interactions



EURAD Roadmap – geological disposal as example
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3. Site 
Characterisation

Underground 
investigations and site 

confirmation.

2. Site Selection
Site(s) identification and 

selection.

5. Operation and 
Closure

Facility operation and 
closure.

4. Construction
Facility construction. 

1. Initiation
Policy, framework and 

programme establishment.

A generic representation of goals, activities, and knowledge needed, from waste generation to disposal
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Diagram: Based on RWM
Programme Phases (IAEA DGR
Roadmap, 2020)



Scope of EURAD Roadmap (for geological disposal)
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Thematic goals breakdown structure (GBS) covering all RWM activities needed for implementation

1. Programme Management

2. Pre-Disposal

3. Engineered Barrier Systems

4. Geoscience

5. Design & Optimisation

6. Siting & Licensing

7. Safety Case

Hierarchical breakdown: 7 Themes > 20 Sub-
themes > ~ 70 Domains

A framework based on goal-oriented breakdown …
• to transfer existing information & knowledge
• to assess existing information & knowledge 
• to identify needs for additional RD&D ( SRA)
• to identify issues to be collectively explored
• to help achieving clarity on scope definition



EURAD Knowledge Management: Example for structures used
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Provide technical practicability

Allow optimisation of disposal 
system design and operation

Ensure isolation of waste from people 
and the accessible biosphere

Ensure long-term stability with respect to 
internal evolution

Practicability

Optimisation

Isolation

'Internal' Stability

Generic long-term 
safety and 

implementation 
goals

Provide containment of contaminants
Containment

Retention & Retardation
Contain contaminants within the total 

disposal system by retention or retardation

'External' Stability
Ensure long-term stability with respect to 

external events and environmental evolution

Flexibility

Ensure design conforms to technical design requirements that 
would lead to fulfilment of safety functions

Allow operational flexibility

Reliability

Ensure Security and safeguards
Security & Safeguards

Operational Safety
Satisfy operational safety

Keep environmental impact of operations low
Environmental Impact



Knowledge Management: Document hierarchy
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DI

SoK

SoTA

Knowledge Base

TO
Few pages – generalist / non specialist audience

Integrated in 
roadmap

Only produced by 
EURAD (& 
partners)

Some are produced 
by EURAD (& 
partners) / most 
exist already in the 
international 
literature and are 
referenced/sign-
posted by EURAD

70

+70

100’s

>10,000’s

EURAD Theme Overviews
Broad description of programme goals and 
typical activities for each theme and how they 
evolve over the phases of implementation

EURAD Domain Insights
Context documents that provide direct links for each 
knowledge domain to safety and implementation goals 
related to DGR requirements 

State of Knowledge Documents
Experts’ view of the most relevant knowledge and 
associated uncertainties in a specific domain applied in the 
context of a radioactive waste management programme

State of the Art Reports
Scientific and technological facts underpinning 
the knowledge base 

Scientific & Technological Basis of RWM
Technical scientific reports, journals, license 
applications, guidance, codified knowledge

# planned

Few pages – generalist / non specialist audience

Few pages – domain specialist audience

Many pages – domain or sub-
domain specialist audience

Many pages –
domain or sub-
domain specialist 
audience

7

SoK

SotA

Knowledge Base

TO

DI



Example: At the highest level - Theme overviews
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Roadmap End Users
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• New entrants to the field / entering a specific RWM domain
Next Generations

• EURAD to prioritise its work
• Scientific community, wanting to 

identify future research needs
• Anyone working in RWM to provide 

a window into the state of progress 
of implementing RWM

EURAD & International 
Scientific Community

• Advanced programmes where generation 
changes might imply that tacit knowledge 
may be lost

Advanced Programmes

• Early-stage programmes wishing to 
roadmap their own programme using 
insight from advanced programmes

Early-Stage ProgrammesUsers

Supporting knowledge capture and transfer between generations and programmes
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Signposting of expert knowledge
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Quality Referencing
Expert signposting to 
references that act as an 
entry point to a Domain

Networks
Significance placed on 
highlighting ‘active’ 
Communities of Practice 
for each Theme & Domain

Logical Contextualisation
Application of structured 

and common reasoning to 
explain relevance of 

knowledge to RWM safety 
and implementation goals

State of Knowledge 
Experts view on 

knowledge maturity, 
emerging technological 
advances, uncertainties

A B

C D

Roadmap content will be dated, with an expert perspective at a point in time
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Role of experts – structuring & codifying the EURAD 'hive mind'
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Multi-decade long experience. Has ‘done it’ before
Advanced programme perspective

Roadmap content will be authored & reviewed by recognised Domain Experts

Has a broad overview
Can orientate users across multiple domains 

Personal expert view
Reflect balanced view of scientific community in case of 
diverging views, and not organisation they represent
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Concluding remarks

• EURAD provides a novel framework in Europe to cooperate and interaction on 
science & technology for radioactive waste management

• Besides RD+D work packages and strategic studies, knowledge management 
(including networking) is a key activity of EURAD

• We strongly encourage you to look at the EURAD homepage (https://www.ejp-
eurad.eu) to get informed in detail about EURAD

• For Knowledge Management, we look forward to interact with you as …
• End-user: have a look and provide feed-back!
• Knowledge owner & provider: support the population of the roadmap with additional 

information (contact EURAD) and participate in networking
• Reviewer: review some of the knowledge management documents
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https://www.ejp-eurad.eu/
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Thank you for your attention !

https://www.ejp-eurad.eu
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Questions?    Comments?
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